
The following statement was incorrect:
The smaller the Bayes factor is, the greater our effects estimates support the hypothesis of a relationship.

The statement should appear as follows:
The smaller than 1 the Bayes factor is, the greater our effects estimates support the hypothesis of a relationship.

The following legend for Fig. 3 was also incorrect:
Figure 3. Observed and predicted mortality and relative risk of mortality by mean annual center volume: PCI cases. Scatter points: hospital-level estimates (with 95% confidence interval [CI] bars for relative risk). Colored panes: linear estimates of mortality risk for each volume band, with 95% CI.

The legend for Fig. 3 should appear as follows:
Figure 3. Observed and predicted mortality and relative risk of mortality by mean annual center volume: Primary PCI cases. Scatter points: hospital-level estimates (with 95% confidence interval [CI] bars for relative risk). Colored panes: linear estimates of mortality risk for each volume band, with 95% CI.

These corrections have been made to the final version of the article, which is available at http://circoutcomes.ahajournals.org/content/10/3/e003186.

The errors outlined in this correction notice were introduced during copyediting and typesetting. The publisher regrets these errors.
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